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has, in one respect, retained the chief characteristic of those raid-
ing Asiatic horsemen who came, killing ap.d plundering, from the
Don and the Volga to the Carpathian lan.ds a thousand years ago.
Hungary in 1939 is like an enlarged photograph of Vienna before
1938. The blood of a dozen races is inextricably mixed here. Go
east from Budapest and you come to German and Rumanian
settlements. Go west from Budapest and you come to German
settlements. Go south from Budapest and you come to German and
Serbian settlements. Go north from Budapest and you come
to Slovak settlements. And in Budapest itself, a third of the
population is Jewish and the rest is a compound of which the
ingredients defy analysis.
Yet they retain, unfiltered, that main characteristic of the
nomadic Magyar horseman so well described by an Arab trader
of the ninth century:
The Magyars are a race of Turks and their leader rides out
with 20,000 horsemen. They have a plain which is all dry
herbage and a wide territory . . . They have completely
subjugated the Slavs and they always order them to provide
food for them and consider them as their slaves . . . These
Magyars are a handsome people and of good appearance,
and their clothes are of silk brocade, and their weapons of
silver encrusted with gold. They constantly plunder the Slavs.
Leave out the silk brocade and the gold-encrusted daggers and
there you have it after i too years, in 1939 — the proverbial pre-
dilection (I have taken this quotation from C. A. Macartney's
Hungary) for plundering Slavs. In November 1938, as a pendant
to the honourable peace of Munich, about 350,000 more Slavs
were handed back to Hungarian rule.
Compare that old Arab's judgment with the genial description
of his class given by the elder Count Andrdssy about the middle of
last century:
We Hungarians are noblemen, who make politics; for our
labourers we need Slovaks and Germans, for our business
affairs the Jews, who buy our wheat and wool, not to forget
the gipsies, to make music for us.
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